The Dodgers had a beautiful day to play and even got to play on the brick dust field against the Giants. We again had some fantastic defensive plays. PHILLIP as pitcher and COLE as 1st baseman, made a great play for an out. NICK stopped the ball in center and had a fantastic throw to the pitcher. JACOB as 2nd baseman made a super stop and the DAVID/RYAN combination as pitcher and 1st baseman showed us some really good plays. SAIGE was able to cover home base really well. Everyone had good hits today too! DOMINIC had a single and rant so fast he was able to just outrun the throw. COLE hit a home run and GARRET showed us the finesse of sliding by sliding at both 1st and 3rd base. All in all it was a great game even though we missed our teammates, DANNY, MAYA, ALEX, and IAN - we hope to see you next time.